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DreamWear
Under the nose
nasal mask

Rediscover
				 dreams

Like wearing
nothing at all
Patients can sleep how they want with
the freedom and comfort of DreamWear
Patients can sleep like it’s not even there

The best of pillows and nasal masks

Do your patients have trouble finding
a comfortable sleeping position or feel
restricted by CPAP tubing? DreamWear
is an innovative mask created to give your
patients the choice to sleep how they want.

DreamWear’s unique design offers many
of the benefits of nasal and pillows masks
to allow patients to have the best of both
mask types. Allowing more freedom of
movement and more comfort than their
prescribed mask, DreamWear patients feel
like they are not wearing a mask at all.*
Benefits
• Tubing attachment located at the top of the head to offer
freedom of movement during the night
• Prevents red marks, discomfort or irritation in the nostrils or on
the nose bridge**
• Users rated DreamWear more stable, more comfortable, and
more appealing than their prescribed mask*
• Soft, flexible silicone frame and fabric wraps provide a soft
touch on the patient’s cheek
Users told us that DreamWear gave them more freedom to move,
had a better fit than their prescribed mask, and comes closest
to making them feel like they don’t have anything on their face
during therapy.*

DreamWear cushion size is determined by measuring the
length and width of the nose using the simple sizing gauge.***

*2015 Philips User Preference Questionnaire, data on file.
**Mask does not directly contact the bridge of the nose or nostrils
***Medium wide (MW) cushion size uses length and width of the nose

Get started
To learn more about why DreamWear can be one of the only nasal masks you offer
your patients, contact your Philips Respironics representative for more information.
DreamWear fitpak

Part number

DreamWear replacement parts

Part number

DreamWear with headgear, medium frame,
all cushion sizes

1116700

Small nasal cushion

1116740

Medium nasal cushion

1116741

DreamWear without headgear, medium frame,
all cushion sizes

1116701

Large nasal cushion

1116742

DreamWear with headgear, small frame

Part number

Medium wide nasal cushion

1116743

Headgear

1116750

Small cushion

1116685

Small frame

1116745

Medium cushion

1116686

Medium frame

1116746

Large cushion

1116687

Large frame

1116747

Medium wide cushion

1116688

Fabric wraps

1116754

DreamWear with headgear, medium frame

Part number

Small cushion

1116680

Medium cushion

1116681

Large cushion

1116682

Medium wide cushion

1116683

DreamWear with headgear, large frame

Part number

Small cushion

1116690

Medium cushion

1116691

Large cushion

1116692

Medium wide cushion

1116693

DreamWear without headgear, small frame

Part number

Small cushion

1116710

Medium cushion

1116711

Large cushion

1116712

Medium wide cushion

1116713

DreamWear without headgear, medium frame

Part number

Small cushion

1116705

Medium cushion

1116706

Large cushion

1116707

Medium wide cushion

1116708

DreamWear without headgear, large frame

Part number

Small cushion

1116715

Medium cushion

1116716

Large cushion

1116717

Medium wide cushion

1116718

DreamWear patient fitting guide
Achieving the right fit with DreamWear is easy. Simply follow the
instructions below to get started.
Four cushion sizes (Small, medium, large, medium wide) are available.
Please read instructions for use for further fitting information.

Hold the sizing gauge horizontally under the nose and
select the cushion size based on where the outer edge
of the nostrils and tip of the nose contact the gauge.

The cushion opening will be directly under the nostrils.
The cushion will hug the nose and leak will be minimal.
(At no time should the nose be inside the cushion opening. If any part of the cushion overlaps the nose,
the cushion is being worn incorrectly.)

With the mask assembled, place the cushion
under the nose.

Position the frame on the top of the head.

Pull the headgear over the back of the head.

To adjust the mask, peel the headgear tabs away from
the fabric. Adjust the straps length. Press the tabs back
against the fabric to reattach.
(Note: Do not overtighten the headgear.)

Position the mask until it fits comfortably. When finished,
the elbow should rest at the top of the head.

Mask frame sizing
The medium (MED) mask frame will comfortably fit most faces. If the MED frame does not fit a patient’s face, a small (SM) or large (LG)
mask frame might better suit your patient’s needs. Call for more information, 1-800-345-6443.

Part of the Dream Family
DreamWear is part of the Dream Family from Philips Respironics. The Dream Family offers innovative, comprehensive sleep
therapy technology like our sleep therapy system, DreamStation, and our patient self-management tool, DreamMapper.

Call for more information, 1-800-345-6443.
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